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JULY MEETING
Tuesday 9 July 2019
Great Southern Room, 4th Floor
State Library of Western Australia
5 pm for 5.30pm
Our Speaker will be Acting Battye Historian, Dr Chris Owen
The history of Kimberley policing, as detailed in his book:
Every Mother’s Son is Guilty: Policing the Kimberley Frontier of Western
Australia 1882-1905
Details of Dr Owen’s talk are page 4
After the meeting, members are very welcome to join us for a meal
at a nearby Perth restaurant. Nick Drew will take bookings on the
night.
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Dr Chris Owen’s talk
Every Mother’s Son is Guilty: Policing the Kimberley Frontier of
Western Australia 1882-1905.
Acting Battye Historian Dr Chris Owen will talk about his history of
Kimberley Policing as detailed in ‘Every Mother’s Son is Guilty: Policing
the Kimberley Frontier of Western Australia 1882-1905. UWAP, 2016.
The year 1882 was when police were introduced into the Kimberley and
1905 was the year Dr Walter Roth submitted the ‘Royal Commission on
the Condition of the Natives’ – the first public enquiry into the workings
of the WA police system since the establishment of the Swan River
colony in 1829. This report generated national and international
headlines with Roth infamously calling the police and criminal justice
system in the Kimberley ‘a brutal and outrageous condition of Affairs.’
Dr Owen will detail the value of the Battye Library and the SROWA
collection in the research for this book.
About Dr Owen
Dr. Chris Owen is currently the Battye Historian at the State Library of
Western Australia and an Honorary Research Fellow in the School of
History at the University of Western Australia. He has been researching
Aboriginal history for over twenty years, and his published articles have
earned him research and archive awards. His research interests,
utilising primarily archival state records, include colonial policing
(specifically the Kimberley), Aboriginal policy and governmental
administration and the social conditions at the frontiers of colonisation in
Western Australia. He lives in Perth, Western Australia with his wife and
twin daughters.
Every Mother's Son is Guilty: Policing the Kimberley Frontier of Western
Australia 1882-1905 (released Nov 2016). The PhD on which this book
is based won the UWA Board of the Graduate Research School Dean's
List ‘In recognition of an outstanding thesis.’ The preeminent historian of
Australian policing Mark Finnane said, ‘From his deep reading of the
police and political archives Owen defines the history of policing a
region in what I think is the most thorough and satisfying interpretation
of colonial policing on a rapidly changing frontier that we have to date.’
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Henry Reynolds said it ‘was a very thorough and competent work which
makes a valuable contribution to Australian History’. The PhD also won
a 2015 special commendation for excellence in research and
referencing from the State Library of Western Australia.

*********

Meeting Dates for 2019
10 September (AGM)

Peter Ellery – WA Mining history

19 November (3rd Tuesday)

End of Year function
Richard Offen – Lost Perth

**********
General Meeting dates for your 2020 diary
Tuesday 10 March
Tuesday 12 May
Tuesday 14 July
Tuesday 8 September (AGM)
Tuesday 17 November

**********

Guest editor for this issue of the newsletter
Jennie Carter is away on holiday. As Heather Campbell is responsible
for this issue you may notice some things are a little different. Don’t
panic, Jennie has assured us she will return in time for the next
newsletter.
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President’s Piece
Dear Friends,
It was good to see so many of you at the May meeting where Michelle
raised as many questions about the bubonic plague in WA as she
answered. It was a fascinating talk about the number of cases in various
towns and the timing of the spread of the disease. Spread was
attributed to rats but discussion afterwards challenged this, as no rats
were apparently present in Kalgoorlie, where the source was traced to
fleas in old hessian bag that came up on the train from Fremantle! A
chicken and egg argument maybe but clearly sanitation was highly
imperfect!
The Library at the moment has a wonderful exhibition on the Forrest
Expedition of 1874, where the two brothers, John and Alexander, hit out
from just above Geraldton travelling hundreds of miles inland until they
hit the overseas telegraph line which had just been completed from
Darwin to Adelaide. Called From Another View the exhibition traces the
flora and fauna found by the explorers and highlights the role played by
two of their Aboriginal guides Tommy Windich and Tommy Pierre,
whose families are still present in Perth today. Financed by Twiggy
Forrest’s Minderoo Foundation this exhibition is well worth a look-see.
Your committee is planning another application to Lotterywest to fund
the digitisation of various Church registers that are held in Battye
Library. As you are no doubt well aware, the Government will not allow
free access to their Registers of Births Deaths and Marriages insisting
on individual requests and a fee for each one. As the Anglican Church
was practically the only church in the early years access to their records
is almost be as good as the Government’s. And the Anglican registers
still contained the majority of births, deaths and marriages till 1900 and
we propose to digitise all of these. If there is enough money we could
also digitise the unrestricted Marriage registers from the Churches of
Christ and the Presbyterian Church.
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Another aim is to help with the conservation of the Frank Slee collection
of photographs.
Frank Slee was a commercial photographer who worked out of a studio
in Claremont from 1950 until the early 2000s. He specialised in
weddings, parties and other events, portraits and street photography
and his all-of-career archive was acquired for the State Library in 2007.
It is estimated to contain between 300,000 and 400,000 photographs
taken between 1950 and 2006 but is particularly strong from the 1950s
to the 1980s. Overall, the collection is a very rich document of social
history in the mid-20th Century, capturing both changes in social
traditions and rituals, fashion, formal events and even architecture. But
the collection is currently unprocessed and has substantial conservation
requirements. Full processing of the collection has been estimated to
require millions of dollars. However, an initial investment would allow
the library to establish the best way to start conserving, identifying,
contextualising, housing and providing access to the images within the
collection. This would enable much more accurate costings to be
developed to help further fundraising to support the preservation of and
access to this significant collection.
So a large task ahead – we will keep you posted!
With very best wishes to you all
Pamela Statham Drew

------OO----
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STATE RECORDS OFFICE
The State Records Office of Western Australia
Cordially invites you and your guest to the presentation of the 2019
Margaret Medcalf Award for Excellence in Referencing & Research
to be presented by Hon. David Templeman MLA, Minister for Local
Government; Heritage; Culture and The Arts
Thursday 27 June 2019 at 10am. Please be seated by 9.50am
State Library Theatre, Ground Floor, State Library of Western Australia,
Perth Cultural Centre.
Morning tea will be served following the presentation.
RSVP to Gillian Hodson by 4pm, Friday 21 June 2019
(08) 9427 3636 | gillian.hodson@sro.wa.gov.au

Cathrin Cassarchis
On 10 May 2019 Ms Cathrin Cassarchis ceased being WA’s State
Archivist and Executive Director State Records. She is the fifth person
to permanently hold the position of State Archivist, and was in the
position for 11 years, following in the footsteps of Mollie Lukis, Margaret
Medcalf, Chris Coggin and Tony Caravella.
In 2008, she came to this role with a varied working background,
including time in the UK as fundraising advisor and manager in the not
for profit sector, including for the UK’s National Council on Archives.
She later became the Head of Public Affairs at the National Archives
UK. Moving to WA in 2002 she was the Director of the WA Museum
Foundation before being appointed to lead the State Records Office in
2008.
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The State Records Office is WA’s public records authority with
responsibility for managing, preserving and providing access to the
State's archives. In consultation with the State Records Commission,
the role of the Director State Records/State Archivist is outlined in WA’s
State Records Act 2000 and involves leading the strategic direction of
government in the management of the State's paper and digital
information assets, overseeing compliance by State and Local
Government agencies with the State Records Act, and ensuring the
community has access to the State Archives collection, which is the
largest archival collection in WA.
Cathrin lead the office through a period of great technological and
structural change in WA government, dealing with various challenges
along the way. Cathrin always encouraged access to State archives in
new, different and interesting ways. This included memorable activities
such as ‘Eating the Archives’ – a contemporary reinterpretation of
formal banquets using menus in the State Archives Collection - as part
of the festival for the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in
Perth in 2011; the ‘City of Light-50 years in Space’, an event which in
2012 marked the naming of Perth as the 'City of Light' 50 years earlier
by the orbiting American Astronaut John Glenn; and in 2015 a semipermanent facsimile display of State Archives in Parliament House to
mark the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta.
Cathrin has not retired but has returned to the not-for-profit sector
managing a charitable medical research organisation.
Gerard Foley
------OO---Cathrin has always been a strong supporter of the Friends of the Battye
Library and her enthusiasm, wise counsel and professionalism will be
missed from our committee meetings which she attended regularly. We
wish her well in her new career direction.
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Letters to the editor
At a time when we are assailed by so much negative news in the
various media -- against a backdrop of shrinking government patronage
- it is always refreshing to read the Newsletter. I have just done that,
from cover to cover. The March issue reflects graphically the drive and
activities of both the Battye Library and of the State Records Office in a
tone that is consistently optimistic. The efforts of the editor and the
contributors in continuing to provide such good reading are to be
warmly applauded. That of course must apply to the Committee as well
for seeing to the effective furtherance of projects appropriate for the two
entities. I look forward to further happy issues of the Newsletter.
Chris Coggin
PS In its contribution, the SRO implies setting a record in the digitization
stakes as far as the geo-referencing of plans is concerned. Perhaps we
can look forward to validation, in due course, by the Guinness Book of
Records!
****************
More letters to the editor would be welcomed! To send them, or articles
and notices for the newsletter, please contact:
The editor, Jennie Carter at
bevnjen@gmail.com
or write to
The President
Friends of Battye Library (Inc)
PO Box 216
Northbridge WA 6865
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MEMBERS’ INFORMATION
Margaret Hamilton

At her 98th birthday celebration
Taken from a photo by Jan McCahon Marshall

Long-time member Margaret turned 98 over the June long weekend and
celebrated at a gathering of family and friends. She has lost none of her
sharp wit and used it to great effect on son, Kevin, during his
endeavours to propose a toast.
Bevan and Jennie Carter: Honorary Freepeople of the Town of
Bassendean

L to R Her Worship the Mayor, Councillor Renée McLennan, Jennie Carter, Bevan Carter
and John Gangell, current councillor and former Mayor. Photo: Janet Megarrity

At a function on Monday 27 May, Friends of Battye Library stalwarts,
Bevan and Jennie Carter, each received the Title of Honorary
Freeperson of the Town of Bassendean in recognition of their
‘exceptional service to the Council and the community’. Jennie was a
councillor from 1987 to 1990 and from 2011 to 2015 and Bevan was a
councillor from 1991 to 2005, including Mayor from 1997 to 2001.
Congratulations to you both for a very well-deserved award.
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St Bartholomew’s Church c. 1940, from the western side
Source: http://innopac.slwa.wa.gov.au/record=b1987754

East Perth Cemeteries
Wesleyan cemetery in Grave No 087 - William Bufton Convict No.
1032
William’s brush with crime started later in life, when he was married with
five children and working as a foreman in a factory in Portsmouth. In
August 1850 William Tilly, owner of the soap boiler factory on Prospect
Row, completed a routine stocktake; Tilly found that 222lbs of soap had
disappeared.
During the court case on 28 October 1850 evidence was presented that
William Bufton, Edward Masters and others had taken the soap from the
premises during mornings, whilst Mr Tilly was bathing, or in the
evenings during dinner time. They then sold the soap; the money from
the sale was distributed among the staff involved, or spent at a beer
house.
The trial was short with a member of the factory, Bowker, turning
Queens Evidence and a lady - Elizabeth Spiller - witnessing Masters
receiving a parcel containing soap. Masters and Bufton both received
ten years penal servitude.
After William’s arrest, trial and imprisonment, his wife Hannah was living
in a workhouse in Portsea with their children - William 1839, Rachel
1841, Mary Hannah 1844, Elizabeth 1847 and Edwin 1849.
Masters and Bufton and coincidently my great-great grandfather arrived
in Fremantle on 30 January 1852 on the Marion from Pentonville.
William spent the first eighteen months working from the Convict
Establishment in Fremantle; he received his ticket of leave 28 June
1853.
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During the first half of 1853 William applied for his wife and their five
children to be reunited with him. The application was granted and
Hannah arrived in the Colony - exactly when is unclear - however it
could have been on the Clara which arrived in Fremantle on the 3
September 1853. Their daughter Susannah was born in Perth in 1854.
Their family was further extended by George, born at the end of 1856,
who died at the age of only four months. He is buried at the cemetery,
but unfortunately not with his parents. William and Hannah went on to
have three more children, all born in Perth - Harriet in 1858, Sarah in
1861 and Emma in 1863, making 10 children in all. During this time they
lived in Marfleet Cottages.
In September 1860 William was fined 7 shillings and 9 pence for
allowing a cow to graze in St Georges Terrace and in 1861 was again
fined - this time 5 shillings - for drunkenness.
Little can be found on the Bufton family during this period, but it is
known that William was up and down the coast from Geraldton to
Fremantle. He died on the 14 February 1870 and is buried in the
Wesleyan Cemetery.
Hannah died ten years after William, meeting a tragic end. She had
gone to vote in the Perth Mayoral elections at the Town Hall and was
returning home in a horse and cart. She fell from the cart catching her
head between the spokes of the wheel. The driver did not hear her
screams and her injuries were so extreme that she died the following
morning.
Her death is recorded with a short paragraph in the West Australian, not
to note her life but rather to shock the public about the manner of her
death. Fortunately, her children could afford to memorialise their
parents with a headstone erected in their honour.
What happened to Edward Masters is not known. He received his
conditional pardon in December 1853 and then vanished into history.
Lorraine Clarke
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RAIL HERITAGE WA

Rail Heritage WA is a not-for-profit incorporated society, established in
1959, and the founder of rail heritage preservation in Western Australia.
It was originally known as the Australian Railway Historical Society (WA
Division). The business name Rail Heritage WA was adopted as it was
descriptive of the purpose of the organisation and much easier for
people to remember (and say). It is an independent entity and receives
no recurrent funding but has undertaken many activities including
operating tour trains to fund the Railway Museum and its development.
Railway Museum
Rail Heritage WA’s main location is in Bassendean where it owns the
land on which the Railway Museum was created. Opened in 1974 the
Museum not only cares for the physical heritage of locomotives and
rollingstock, along with the associated infrastructure, but also for
historical records and photographs mainly donated by the people of
Western Australia. As such it is a central hub for the dissemination of
information and resources.

The Railway Museum Overview Photo: G J Higham
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Throughout this time its work has been undertaken by volunteers,
without the assistance of paid staff, and it has achieved much to ensure
our railway heritage has not been lost. The Railway Museum is
testament to its efforts and determination to meet the challenges
associated with the preservation of large and small items without any
ongoing funding. It has adapted to a changing world and new audiences
and will need to continue this to remain relevant. The collection is highly
significant as it is the only one in Western Australia that aims to tell the
story of all railways across the state.
The vision of Rail Heritage WA is ‘to facilitate access for present and
future generations to the history of railways in Western Australia’. It
does this by diverse means including, but not limited to:
• collecting, restoring, maintaining and interpreting Western
Australian railway items;
• encouraging and promoting an interest in the history of WA
Railways;
• providing public access to the railway history of WA, including
through research (answering many family history enquiries) as
well as the Museum;
• supporting other organisations and communities around WA to
preserve and share the railway history of their local area;
• assist with the preservation of highly significant items across WA
eg providing advice on traditional methods of carriage
maintenance especially to regional groups;
• preparation of displays for various public and community events;
• undertaking special projects such as the database of
Railwaymen Killed on Duty;
• providing online public access to its digitised photographic
collection which captures the railway history of WA on its
website (over 22,000 so far);
• promotion of key events in railway history eg 100 years of
Railways in WA, not only through activities but in social and
mainstream media; and
• develop educational materials to assist schools in their
curriculum work, thus providing educational experiences for
school students and others.
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Archives, research and publications
An active group of volunteers maintains our archives and undertakes
historical research which has resulted in many publications as well as
displays and responding to enquiries.

RHWA Archives
Photo: Philippa Rogers

Selection of RHWA publications
Photo: Philippa Rogers

Traditional skills
In the skills area Rail Heritage WA (RHWA) has specialised in the
restoration and reconstruction of railway carriages using traditional skills
and with due regard to the heritage and significance. Research and a
conservation plan have been the mainstay of the planning for major
projects such as the restoration of the first railway carriage ever built for
the Trans-Australian Railway.
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Into the future
Though we are acquiring fewer large items these days we will be
receiving Australia’s first mainline diesel, GM1, with standard gauge
carriages including several from the beginning of the Trans Australian
Railway. Interestingly when the Museum was established the Founders
of Railway Preservation in WA did not expect to preserve diesels and
now we are discussing the preservation of electric trains.
To protect our large exhibit collection, we need to continue the program
of roofing the museum that was started in the 1990s as without roof
cover the weather has a significant impact on the collection.
The South-West Railway and Heritage Centre in Boyanup is our major
regional activity and one that has the potential to bring tourism benefits
to that region. There we are planning a new museum building housing
displays and the necessary museum facilities in conjunction with the
local community. We are also working with the Shire of Dowerin on the
ongoing development of their Wheatbelt Heritage Rail Discovery
Centre.
2019 State Heritage Awards
A highlight of our 60th birthday year was our recognition at the 2019
State Heritage Awards.
In his letter of congratulations, the Hon David Templeman, Minister
for Local Government, Heritage, Culture and Arts wrote:
The Judges' Award is only offered to an individual or organisation who
has displayed an outstanding contribution to heritage, and Rail Heritage
WA is a very deserving winner of this award for their dedication to
preserving the history of railways in WA.
Without commitment, passion, dedication and extremely hard work of
people like yourself, our heritage would not have such a bright future.
On behalf of all Western Australians I thank the volunteers at Rail
Heritage WA for their efforts.
Philippa Rogers, Rail Heritage WA
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Voices that Should be Heard
[Dr Ronda Jamieson is one of Australia’s most well-known oral
historians. This article is the thirteenth in her series based on the oral
history collections of the Battye Library

(Photograph by Reg Morrison)

Gordon Dudley Halbert, 1903 – 1990
After 40 years of interviewing and many hundred hours of tape
recorded, it is intriguing how some people and events stand out more
than others. One of the most memorable was Gordon Dudley Halbert,
who was interviewed in my first year as an interviewer. His appearance
and memories are as clear to me now as they were in December 1978.
Another reason the interview was a memorable one was because
Gordon Halbert was born in Kundip in 1903, a town which was
established after the discovery of gold in the area. It was also the site of
one of my grandfather’s stores. Francis Edgar Daw established the first
general store in Ravensthorpe and as mining expanded in the area,
branch stores were opened at Kundip, Elverdton/Desmond and finally
Hopetoun. Kundip emptied in 1923, but further mining activities brought
it to life again in 1936. Today it is one of the many ghost towns
scattered throughout mining fields.
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In 1899, Gordon’s father, Albert Miller Halbert and Paddy Pendergast,
were the first to find alluvial gold near what became the town of Kundip.
A year later, the Dallison brothers found further gold and opened the
first mine. In the years ahead, gold, silver and copper were mined. First
called Dallison’s Find, Kundip was officially gazetted in 1901 with a
population of 89.

The town was roughly half way between Hopetoun, on the coast, and
Ravensthorpe which was 40 km inland. Gordon’s earliest memory was
of the team of 40 donkeys that brought supplies from Hopetoun. His
next memory was of the first pub built of iron and on stilts, followed by
the school. The first houses were built from the Gimlet timber which
grew nearby, with walls of hessian and galvanised iron roofs. The
mines’ batteries were driven by kerosene and empty tins were flattened
and used for building walls on other houses. Local quartzite was also
used.
Many of the men working on the mines stayed short term and some
would buy goods ‘on tick’. They would then leave without paying what
they owed, never to be seen again, much to the distress of business
owners.
There were eight children in the Halbert family, two of them born in
Coolgardie and the rest in Kundip. Gordon was the first baby born there
with his mother assisted by a midwife; there was no doctor in the area.
The school had the one room and he rated highly and remembered
fondly the mainly female teachers. Teaching was to sixth standard
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which was considered enough education at that time in such a town. A
common school activity was to press flowers found in the bush and
there were competitions to see who had the best ones.
The town’s social life mainly consisted of community picnics, usually on
river banks with bower sheds being built for participants. Weekly dances
were also a feature with Tom Edwards playing the accordion. Later a
piano was bought to add to the music. There was a rifle range, and
cricket and football were played with the latter being of a high standard
because of the number of miners from Victoria who were better players
than the locals, in Gordon’s opinion. Running and bicycle races had
cash prizes with bookmakers operating. Horse races followed.
In describing the nights where people gathered in the local pub to drink
and socialise, Gordon recalled an incident where a local’s favourite
place was near the big stove which was behind the bar to keep people
warm. One night to his disgust, someone else had dared sit in what he
considered ‘his’ chair. When he was told to move because it was the
other man’s favourite place, the reply was, ‘It’s a free country. I think
you can sit anywhere as long as you pay for your grog.’ Nothing was
said by the local who went back to his camp and wrapped gelignite
paper around a cake of soap in which he inserted a detonator and fuse.
He returned to the pub, lit the fuse and dropped it behind the
recalcitrant.
I think there was about 20 in this tap room and the old bloke
behind the bar seen it and everyone seen this thing fizzling and
they didn’t wait to see whether it was dynamite or not. They had
a terrible turnout. They knocked the fire over and set fire to the
pub. The bloke behind the bar seen it, and he went straight
through the other side and out through the window. Some other
bloke jumped through the window and landed flat on his belly in
the bar. He laid flat on the floor waiting for the explosion to go
off. And this bloke has to put the fire out with a bit of water, and
then he sat in his place. When they all come back eventually,
one at a time, looking around the corner, he was sitting in his
usual place having a warm. That’s one way of getting a warm!
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Gordon was 13 when he left school in 1916, and a clear memory was
how deserted the town and mines were because so many of the young
men left for the war. When asked what effect the war had on the town,
he answered:
It took all the life out of it, all the young life away. The young
blokes working on the mines, they nearly all went. There wasn’t
many left. All the older men come back into work to keep the
place going. … They never come back, many of them young
blokes.
He also recalled the nightmares some of the men who returned had
after what they had experienced during the war.
Gordon joined Gem Consolidated mining after he left school, first
working in the Assay office for a year where his teacher was Charlie
Grant, my maternal great grandfather, who Gordon rated a very good
teacher who taught him a lot which helped him in later years. He then
went underground and was responsible for the trucking out of ore on the
underground railway that had been built. In the Assay office his pay was
six shillings a day which became ten shillings when he became part of
the mining team and the working week was 5 and a half 8-hour days.
Other memories were of suicides, which Gordon blamed on gambling
debts, and the number of men making good money shooting kangaroos.
They were averaging two pounds a day – four times what he was
earning on the mines.
Gordon was 17 when he left the district and moved to Esperance to
work on the railway being built to Salmon Gums where his pay doubled.
Survey work followed at Margaret River and Salmon Gums. He
remembered that time fondly with ‘Good conditions. Getting good
money, and good cooks mostly, and I lived a lot better.’ He was mostly
driving wagons and doing compass work. ‘We used to average about 15
mile a day, sometimes 20, on foot. Every day. You got used to it. It was
quite easy. Take me about a fortnight now to walk one 15 mile I think!’
He also recalled how ‘young blokes’ sharing this work would build tennis
courts ‘out on the clay and build them from white ant hills … They made
beautiful tennis courts.’ Rackets were made out of boards.
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Later work at Southern Cross led to a memory of it being ‘the worst
district we were in. It was too cold. It froze up all the time. About 10
o’clock in the morning you’d still be walking on ice out there in the
winter. Terrible place.’ With some of the survey work, water had to be
carted for miles. Cooks accompanied the crews and ‘some of them were
chefs. Come from Perth. They couldn’t save money in Perth, and they
used to come out on them jobs for five or six months and go home with
a good few quid.’
After two and a half years on survey teams, time on shearing teams
followed and Gordon remembered the cooks still being good but not
able to make bread. He was in charge of all the shearing shed
machinery, making sure ‘the combs and cutters were ground, sharp’. He
had learnt this in Perth and sat for an exam.
I was put through a school there. In the height of the wool boom
there was no experts to go around. And if you had knowledge of
the machinery well there wasn’t too much in it. … I was in it over
ten years.
As is typical when trips were made to country towns to conduct
interviews, one interview session was all there was time for and
Gordon’s led to only 90 minutes of tape being recorded which meant
only part of his story could be covered. You can therefore imagine my
delight when checking the internet to see what might be online about
him to find a detailed story written by Pamela Bryant, a great
granddaughter of his parents. It included two photographs of Gordon
and one of living members of the Bryan, Halbert, McMillan, Perrin
families. The article contained quotes from my interview with him, as
well as much more information about what happened after he left
Kundip. Apparently his nicknames were ‘King of Kundip, ‘Kangaroo
Jack’ and ‘Post Hole Jack’. He went on to be part of major mining
ventures and spent some time salmon spotting, but returned to the
Kundip area to spend the rest of his life on an 8-acre property and was
credited with finding much more gold.
Ronda Jamieson
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Unexpected joys of family history
by Bevan Carter
On our last visit to England in 2016 we took a holiday with the family on
Boxing Day to places from a list of ‘want to see’ created over our
Christmas festivities. While our son’s motorhome was a 6-berth vehicle
we chose B&Bs while they camped rough. After visiting friends in York
and a distant relative(descended from a primitive Methodist preacher
cousin of convict Robert) in Thirsk, Mead ancestor country around
Whitby, we reached a spot on Hadrian’s wall where a lone tree featured
in a film, loved by granddaughter Alyssa. Leaving there for our journey
to Whitfield, our next designated stop, we came across the remains of
an old Roman fort, which turned out to be Vindolanda, a site still being
excavated. Oh, for more hours in the day! The museum is something to
see.
At Whitfield Jennie and I with son Matt visited the grave of Thomas
Hobbes Scott and after some time removing moss, were able to
photograph a legible headstone. This very famous first clergyman in the
Swan River Colony spent the last hermit-like 38 years in this very
remote small parish.

Whitfield Church where Scott’s grave is located

While there wondering what to do on New Year’s Eve, Matt found, via
his electronic device, a most unusual ceremony happening at a
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neighbouring village. It was advertised as a must-see for those wanting
something different. It was. The men of the village at 11.45pm start
processing around the village of Allendale with tubs of burning tar on
their heads, with a band before and aft which we all marched behind,
and on the stroke of 12 threw the burning contents onto a prepared pile
of wood and created an immense bonfire. The symbolism escaped me
but it was different!
Next day our party broke up with Matt and me travelling to Wales with
the motorhome and the rest returning home. On our way south we
stopped at the highest altitude pub in England before starting to follow
the trail of the convict I was then researching, one J Rowland Jones, the
state’s first Hansard reporter. He was a journalist for the Wrexham
Advertiser; the town had lost many of buildings from the 1860s, so we
continued on to Ruthin. It was a magnificently preserved town.
The building, where Jones was first convicted in the Quarter Sessions,
was a bank bearing a plaque of its previous history.

The bank building where the Quarter Sessions took place

The building where he was convicted a second time at the summer
Assizes, now the library, was also well preserved and had the
customary plaque giving its history. The Ruthin prison where he spent
four months contemplating his future and writing verse – published in
the Carnarvon Times – about a penitent prisoner, is also well preserved.
The plaque above the portal reads: “The magistrates sensible of the
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miserable state of the antient prison in compassion to the unfortunate
caused this building to be erected in the year MDCCLXXV.” Jones
initially spent four months in the building, returning after the Assizes for
a further 2 months, before travelling to Fremantle via Millbank and
Portland prisons. Matt and I then travelled South-West, he to climb a
Welsh mountain and I to search for the house where Jones grew up.
There were 15 houses in College Green, Towyn, which Matt
photographed, and my queries about which of the houses used to be a
Chemist shop drew only vague responses. The pub we visited was
noisy so we retired to a restaurant Matt had photographed for our
evening meal. My query of the waitress to which house in the street was
likely to have been a drug shop resulted in the owner having a chat with
us. Scott Patterson suggested his place was the best bet because when
he purchased the building three years previously there were invoices for
drugs dating back to the 19th century, stacked in the attic. He offered to
email scans of some. He did and they confirmed that Jones grew up in
that very building.
The only more memorable family history event was the christening of
my English grandchildren in 2011 in the church where my criminal
ancestor, Robert Carter, had his children baptised. While my great
grandfather, also Robert Carter, was on page 41 of the Baptism
register, dated 26 July 1846, the final two names on page 89 were
Alyssa and Robert Carter, dated 10 April 2011. The 200 year old
register which has a Carter baptised 15 September 1813 on page 1, is
now archived with only one blank page remaining.

------- OOO ------
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ANZAC DAY 2019 AT COTTESLOE – DAWN SERVICE – COTTESLOE RSL
SUB-BRANCH
Speech presented by His Worship the Mayor of Cottesloe, Philip
Angers, written by freelance speechwriter Bronwen Sciortino and kindly
provided by Rob O’Connor.

Philip Angers, Mayor of Cottesloe

I am privileged to stand here this
morning as we remember the honour
and sacrifice that has been given and
continues to be given on our behalf by
hundreds of thousands of young men
and women determined to answer
their country’s call.

On this day, every year, we are called to stop, reflect and remember.
Today is ANZAC Day – but it is about so much more than the events
that occurred on the 25th April 1915.
It is, of course, the anniversary of the battle of Gallipoli – and while this
wasn’t the first battle that Australians had fought in, the 25th of April
1915 was the day that Australia stepped into its first major battle that it
fought as a nation.
Soldiers from all over the newly-federated nation of Australia stepped
up, volunteered and fought. In the face of adversity, the Australian
Diggers would demonstrate beyond any doubt that our blood is infused
with the virtues of duty, courage, teamwork, resolution and self-sacrifice.
The sheer scale of casualties from this war seared the ANZAC spirit into
the very soul of our nation.
We choose this date to remember because it was the day that the loss
of war first scarred the consciousness of a young and newly-formed
federation.
The pride and grief of Australia following Gallipoli formed a bond so
strong that it made a statement to the world that we had come of age
and that our armed forces and our people were truly of one nation. By
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coming together on the 25th of April each year, this spirit of national
unity is rekindled.
ANZAC is not a battle. It is not a place.
ANZAC is a collective – an acronym for a group of people. ANZAC Day
gives us time and the space to think as individuals. It gives us the
opportunity to acknowledge and remember the ordinary Australians
serving their nation in times when we have seen our way of life
threatened to such an extent that it has been necessary for us to go to
war.
We think of those who served. Those who stepped forward, joined
together and became a part of the formidable fighting force for which
the Australian Defence Force is now renowned. We salute the values of
fellowship and courage that underpin the way Australians serve.
We salute the endurance and strength of the families that stayed
behind. We think of the prisoners of war and those who were wounded.
We acknowledge the scars – those that are visible and the ones that
are carried inside.
Above all, we acknowledge and honour the ultimate sacrifice of those
who died for us, for our nation, for our way of life and for peace.
There is a line that connects us to all of those who lived in Australia
over 100 years ago. We’re connected to the lives, the hopes and the
dreams of millions of Australians who have lived since then. This line is
infused with our cultural richness, our diversity and our ability to draw
people to our nation from all over the world.
In this excerpt from Eric Bogle’s Song ‘And the Band Played Waltzing
Matilda’ I am reminded of the importance of all of us stepping up and
continuing to carry the torch:
And so now every April, I sit on me porch
And I watch the parades pass before me
And I see my old comrades, how proudly they march
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Reviving old dreams of past glories
And the old men march slowly, old bones stiff and sore
They’re tired old heroes from a forgotten war
And the young people ask, “what are they marching for?”
And I ask myself the same question
But the band plays Waltzing Matilda
And the old men still answer the call
But as year follows year, more old men disappear
Someday no one will march there at all
Waltzing Matilda, Waltzing Matilda
Who’ll come a-waltzing Matilda with me?
And their ghosts may be heard
As they march by that billabong
Who’ll come a-waltzing Matilda with me?
THAT is why we remember them – the first ANZACs and all of the brave
men and women who followed them.
They left us a legacy and a life with an identity that firmly sits on a
foundation of generosity, integration and kindness. It’s up to us to make
sure that we honour the life that they gave us – to show them that we
haven’t forgotten and that in the face of an unknown future we too can
be courageous, compassionate, resolute and resilient.
For our tomorrow – they gave their today. No greater gift could we have
received than the life that we are now privileged to live.
Today in Cottesloe, we honour the service of those who have gone
before us and we step forward - remembering the past with pride and
solidarity whilst looking forward with a sense of purpose and a
determination to be part of a driving force that creates a better world.
Lest We Forget.
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News from the State Library
Recently acquired material
•

Bon Scott autographed letter, 1978 – Ronald Belford “Bon” Scott
was a singer, songwriter and instrumentalist, best known for
being the lead vocalist and lyricist of Australian hard rock band
AC/DC. Bon moved from Scotland to Australia at the age of six
with his family, eventually settling in Fremantle in 1956. He
joined AC/DC as lead singer in 1974. AC/DC’s 1979 album
Highway to Hell was an international bestseller. Bon died in
February 1980 in London at the age of 33 from acute alcohol
poisoning and is buried in Fremantle Cemetery. AC/DC’s
subsequent album Back in Black, a tribute to Bon Scott, became
the third best-selling album in history. The three-page letter to
his childhood friend Valerie Lary was hand-written whilst on tour
in Pittsburgh in August 1978. He writes of his live album,
gruelling tour schedule, alcohol consumption and money trouble.
This significant acquisition adds to the music recordings,
photographs, books, posters, and newspaper and journal articles
of Bon Scott in the heritage collection.

Bon Scott Memorial Entrance Gate, Fremantle Cemetery
Photo: Heather Campbell
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•

•

•

Roe 8 protests collection – This is a contemporary collection
capturing the story of protest against the intention of the state
government to build a highway – an extension of the Roe
Highway – through wetlands in Beeliar. Protests against the
extension had been ongoing for years but became intense when
a legal challenge to the High Court to stop the work, failed in
December 2016. Being cognisant that official government
documents would be readily available for future reference, a
group within the protesters deliberately set out to collect items
generated by the process to ensure that the story could be told
later using original materials generated by the protestors.
According to a spokesperson, the collection was to show the
many and varied ways people protested and to show that they
were not a homogenous group. They included in their ranks
‘ordinary’ people from all walks of life. The collection includes
documents, photographs, homemade posters, ephemera and
realia from various groups and individuals involved in the Roe 8
protests, including ‘Rethink the Link’, ‘Save Beeliar Wetlands’
and ‘Road to Rail’.
Collection of Yaja Hadras photographs of WA Aboriginal fashion
– 48 x digital images including silk scarf designs by Broome
artist Sally Bin Demin, 2005-2007; and three of the four WA
brands selected to participate in the inaugural Australian
Indigenous Fashion Week in 2014; Desert Designs, AARLI, and
Ticia Designs. Desert Designs pioneered the application of
Aboriginal art to textiles and the ‘Together Towards the Water’
images feature Jimmy Pike’s vibrant texta drawings. AARLI’s
‘Urban Warriors’ collection represents the work of Perth visual
artist and designer TJ Cowlishaw who creates textured fabrics
out of recycled plastic bottles. The Ticia Designs images
showcase the work of Letticia Shaw who received high acclaim
at the runway show for her sequined goanna gown, worn by
supermodel Samantha Harris. This beautiful collection provides
an important record of Western Australian Aboriginal fashion
designs and models (summarised as ‘designs inspired by
country / modelled on country’) which have been underrepresented to date in the State Library’s pictorial collection.
11 portraits of Western Australian music icons from the Sydney
Morning Herald photography archives, ranging from 1947 to
1993. The photographs are of Eileen Joyce, Carl Vine and One
Man Band, Grace Knight and The Eurogliders, Hoodoo Gurus,
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•

Innocent Bystanders, Triffids, Christie Allen, Baby Animals, and
Johnny Diesel.
Ledgers from Theo’s Music shop – Theo’s Music was
established in 1965 by jazz musician Theo Henderson (19362017) at premises in Stirling Street, Perth. In 1999, the business
moved to Southport Street, West Leederville. They sold new and
second-hand musical instruments and accessories, and print
music. Theo’s sons Miles and Reid and later his grandson Scot
were also involved in the business. For a time, circa 19751990s, they ran a music school, Hendersons Music School. After
the Hendersons ceased to be involved, the music school
continued for a time with other principals. The ledgers which
comprise this collection show the extent and wide variety of
material imported, the companies which it purchased from and
the cost in $AUD as well as foreign currency. With the advent of
the internet, people could order many items directly and this
eventually affected the viability of the business. It closed in 2018
after 53 years trading as a family business and specialist music
enterprise.
------OO------

A WALK BY THE RIVER

Cyril Jackson’s Daylesford House c. 1920 as
seen from South Guildford
Ref P361 Bassendean Memorial Library

.
Free guided community walks covering art, architecture and local
history are provided on a regular basis at the Town of Bassendean. The
next River Walks are on 4 June and 4 July from Point Reserve to
Success Hill Reserve, Bassendean and return to Point Reserve. The
next Historic Homes walk is on 6 August from West Road, Bassendean
around local streets and return - duration 2 hours. No bookings
required, bring comfortable shoes, a water bottle and weather
appropriate apparel. Enquiries to Bassendean Memorial Library
9279 2966 baslib@bassendean.wa.gov.au
http://library.bassendean.wa.gov.au/services/local-studies.aspx
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Afterwords by Steve Errington
Who was the 1830 forger?
Increasing numbers of people carry no cash with them, relying instead
on a plastic card to make even tiny purchases. In 1829-30 citizens of
the Swan River Settlement also carried no cash in their pockets or
purses. They had no choice – sea captains took all the gold, silver and
copper coins away as payment for their cargoes, and there was no bank
to issue banknotes.
In January 1830 Lt Governor James Stirling wrote to London asking for
more hard cash as well as appointment of a Colonial Treasurer. But
what was to be done in the meantime? Stirling and Colonial Secretary
Peter Brown hatched a plan: they would issue promissory notes on
behalf of the local government, promising to redeem them ‘on demand’
with coins or Treasury Bills.

A £5 note issued in Perth on 20 September 1830. But are the signatures
genuine? (SROWA)
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There was no printing press in the colony so the task was given to
clerks in Brown’s office. They wrote out notes for £1, £5 and £10 which
were numbered, signed by both Brown and Stirling, and listed. The first
notes went into circulation in February 1830.
The Colonial Office in London agreed to fund a Colonial Treasurer and
appointed John Lewis, a commissariat veteran. Lewis arrived in
December 1831 bringing with him £5000 in British silver coins. He was
under orders to do away with the local notes so he began calling them
in, issuing silver coins and Treasury Bills in exchange. In doing so he
unveiled a major fraud: many of the numbers were duplicated. The local
government had been cheated of £288, a large sum given that a clerk’s
salary was £100 a year.
In February 1830 there were two clerks in Peter Brown’s office, James
Knight who had just married Mrs Brown’s maid Mary Ann Smith, and
Arthur Price. But there was a high staff turnover: Knight resigned in May
1830 and was replaced by George Stewart who resigned in November
and was replaced by Richard Wells. Price was sacked in June 1830 and
replaced by Benjamin Dyer who was sacked in June 1831.
So, who was the forger: Knight, Price, Stewart, Dyer or Wells? In 1833
Stirling was in London and had to explain to Treasury officials what had
gone wrong. Despite their careful control he had to admit that his and
Brown’s forged signatures were so good that they couldn’t pick the
genuine ones. Naturally both men knew who the fraudster was because
they would have recognised his handwriting on the duplicates.
They didn’t name him but Stirling provided a clue to solving the crime:
the man had quitted the Colony before its detection. The Knights left for
Sydney in June 1830 but returned in 1835. Price waited around until
April 1831, Dyer until December 1833. Wells stayed to become
manager of the Western Australian Bank in 1841. Which leaves George
W. Stewart.
In his resignation letter of 16 November 1830 Stewart regretted
‘misrepresentations met with regarding my having kept low company’.
He advised Brown that he planned to leave for England in two or three
weeks, and did so.
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Confirmation that Stewart was the forger came in July 1831. In London
someone presented for payment Treasury Bill No. 95 dated 24
November 1830, purporting to be drawn by Stirling in favour of George
Stewart, for £147 12s. Treasury officials, having received Stirling’s
official list of Bills, knew that the genuine No. 95 was made out on a
different day to someone else for a different sum, and refused to pay.
It wasn’t Stewart who presented the forged Bill. He had died at sea ‘off
the Cape’ on about 4 March 1831. Could it have been a ‘low company’
accomplice pretending to be his widow? In December his sister wrote to
Peter Brown from London checking whether Stewart had died a
bachelor.
Steve Errington
-----OO----

Friends of the Battye Library (Inc.)
Meetings
General meetings are held each year in March, May, July, September
(AGM) and November (also end of year function). They are held at the
State Library of Western Australia and usually begin at 5 pm for 5.30
pm and conclude before 7.00 pm except for the November function
which finishes about 8.00 pm.
Newsletter
Three issues will be published each year in March, July and November
(flyers will be sent out in May and September). Articles from members
and supporters are very welcome and the deadline for copy for the
newsletter is 10 February, 10 June and 10 October. The editor reserves
the right to accept or reject articles and notices for publication.
Contact details
Friends of the Battye Library website:
http://www.friendsofbattyelibrary.org.au
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Friends of Battye Library (Inc.) Membership Form
From 1 July to 30 June (each year)
LIFE MEMBERSHIP $500

Annual Membership
Ordinary
$25
Joint
$35
Concession (pensioner / full time student)
$15
Joint Concession
$30
Corporate
$50
Donation (Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible) $
TOTAL:______
If you require a receipt, please tick here



I wish to apply for / renew membership:
Name or Organisation:___________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________ Postcode _______________
Tel: _________________ Mobile: ________________ Email: ____________________
Do you wish to receive emails about forthcoming meetings or events? (please circle) YES
How would you like to receive your Newsletter (please circle) POSTED

NO

EMAIL

If paying by cheque, please print this form, complete it, and send with your cheque to:
The Treasurer
Friends of Battye Library
PO Box 216, NORTHBRIDGE WA. 6865
If paying by electronic direct funds transfer, our details are:
Account Name – Friends of Battye Library (Inc.)
Account Number – 4220 58413: BSB Number – 016-185
In the reference section, please use your initial and surname as well as ‘subs’ or
‘donation’ to ensure that your payment can be identified.
We will still need your completed form for our records, so please return it either by post
or as an attachment to an email to membership@friendsofbattyelibrary.org.au with a
note of your online receipt number.
Thank you for your interest in the Friends of Battye Library, it is much appreciated

J S Battye Library of West Australian History
Opening hours

Mon/Thurs
9.00 am - 8.00 pm
Friday
9.00 am - 5.30 pm
Sat/Sun
10.00 am - 5.30 pm
Public holidays – closed

Retrievals
Every half hour during opening hours.
Telephone enquiries (08) 9427 3291
Fax enquiries (08) 9427 3256
Website www.slwa.wa.gov.au
Email:info@slwa.wa.gov.au
Specialist staff: Dr Chris Owen (A/Battye Historian) (08) 9427 3165
State Library shop: Mon/Fri 10.00am-5.00pm. Sat & Sun 12.00 noon-5.00pm.

State Records Office
The SRO Search Room on the Ground Floor is open for enquiries and use of
material Tuesday to Friday from 10am-4.30pm. A Researcher’s Ticket is
required.
Retrievals
On the days that the Search Room is open (Tues-Fri) archives held onsite are
retrieved twice a day: before opening at 10am and at 12pm midday with items
available by 1pm. Requests received after midday and before 4pm will be
retrieved the following working day by 10am. Online and email requests made
after 4pm will be available from 1pm onwards the following day if the Search
Room is open. No retrievals occur on weekends, Mondays or public holidays.
Clients wishing to view archival records held at the State Records Office should
still submit requests in advance. Requests can be made online at any time by
registering as a researcher on the SRO’s catalogue. Requests can also be
made by telephone on (08) 9427 3600 or in person at the SRO during opening
hours.
Materials held offsite (eg. most maps and plans, and most consignment
numbers greater than 5237) will continue to be retrieved and made available on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday mornings.
Tel: (08) 9427 3600, website www.sro.wa.gov.au, email: sro@sro.wa.gov.au

The Genealogy Centre
Opening hours - as per Battye Library opening hours on the third floor.
Specialist staff for Family History: For information call Tuesday to Thursday
on 08 9427 3247 or email info@slwa.wa.gov.au
Volunteers from the Western Australian Genealogical Society Inc. (WAGS) are
available to assist researchers on Tues, Wed, and Thurs from 9.30 am to 1.00
pm.

